Is Your Body’s
“Plumbing” Working?
Or is your body suffering from
corroded “pipes,” “leaks” and
“clogged drainage”?

We all enjoy the convenience of modern plumbing—having hot and cold water at the turn of a tap
and wastes that are flushed or drained away instantly.
So, if the pipes corrode and start to leak or the drains
plug up, we get the plumbing fixed right away.
Unfortunately, many people have internal “plumbing” problems that aren’t getting properly fixed. We’re
talking about signs of “corrosion” in the urinary system, such as frequent urinary tract infections, incontinence, kidney stones, cystitis and edema. People
may be taking drugs for these problems, but all too
often the problems keep recurring because the drugs
aren’t repairing the body’s “pipes,” they’re just treating symptoms.
This is unfortunate, because the health of the urinary system is vital to the health of the body as a

whole. Most people don’t realize that problems like
skin rashes and other skin problems, high blood
pressure, excess weight, muscle aches and pains and
even arthritis and osteoporosis may have their roots
in “plumbing” problems. This is because of waste
material that backs up in the system when the urinary tract isn’t draining them away as it should.
Join us at this month’s Herbal Hour and learn how
to take care of your personal plumbing system—the
kidneys and bladder—with natural remedies. We’ll
talk about general urinary health and how to deal
with specific urinary problems like cystitis, kidney
and bladder infections, incontinence, kidney stones,
water retention and more. In short, we’ll show you
how to keep your body’s “plumbing” leak free and its
drains open.
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Learn how to keep your
urinary “pipes” in good
working order and
solve common personal
“plumbing” problems at this
month’s Herbal Hour
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